
 

   

Rethink where you work 

What is NearDesk? 

Alium Partners have joined forces with NearDesk to provide flexible, professional working space to our executive 
community. NearDesk is a card that lets users rent space by the hour at a 150+ locations around the UK.  Touch-in, 
touch-out and only pay for the time used.  

Why should I get one? 

Work more productively: 
 Access to a growing network of flexible working spaces across 

the UK 

 Rent desk space by the minute and only pay for time used 

 An alternative to a coffee shop or home – a shorter commute to 
a more productive environment – or handy drop-in when you’re on the road 

No hassle: 
 Easy online sign up and billing system 

 Free social software lets users connect within venues 
 

How do I get one? 
 Visit http://neard.es/aliumfriend and get a get a free card 

(normally £20+VAT) – and we’ll stick £10 credit on it to get you 
started 

 Then head to your nearest location and try it out – find them 
all here: http://neardesk.com/  

 

 

Why #rethinkwhereyouwork? 

Do you know when people are the least happy in their 
life? When they’re commuting. Travelling 8.5 hours per 
week on AVERAGE in the UK. In effect, we spend Friday 
travelling. 

NearDesk is like an Oyster card for renting desk space 
and meeting rooms by the hour - we’re on a mission to 
let people work anywhere. A million people working 
near home one day per week. 

 

We could all commute less - leaving time for things that 
really matter. We could have communities we live in not 
just sleep in. We could massively reduce the carbon we 
use (52% of all O2s Carbon is people getting to their 

normal place of work each day). And companies could 
spend less on desks, leaving more money for attracting 
and retaining talent. 

@NearDesk 
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